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Novel atomistic simulations of α-iron nano-crystals starting with pre-existing dislocation networks have been performed to identify
the eﬀect of high hydrogen concentrations on enhanced dislocation plasticity. Hydrogen is shown to decrease the dislocations freesurface nucleation stress, as well as increase the ﬂow strength of crystals. The dislocation density is observed to increase in
the presence of hydrogen due to dislocation pinning and enhanced dislocation self-multiplications. Hydrogen also changes the
deformation morphology from discrete slip planes in hydrogen-free crystals to a homogeneous deformation in H-charged crystals
due to the enhanced dislocations self-multiplication.
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Hydrogen (H) can be easily inserted, intentionally or not,
in most materials,[1] which is well documented to lead
to early failure of metals at low strains. This is a classical problem in the study of environmental eﬀects on the
mechanical degradation of metals and alloys. There has
been a recent renewed interest in this problem, largely
related to the increased use of H as an alternative energy
source.
A number of hypotheses have been proposed over
the years to explain the eﬀects of H on metals. The
two most prominent hypotheses are hydrogen-enhanced
localized plasticity (HELP),[2,3] and hydrogen-enhanced
decohesion (HEDE).[3] In HELP, an increase in the
dislocation mobility in the presence of H is attributed
to screening of dislocation–dislocation interactions and
the decrease in the interaction energy between dislocations and interstitial H-atoms. HELP has been argued
to occur in most metals, and direct in situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations [4,5]
seem to support this hypothesis at low/intermediate
H concentrations. In HEDE, the increased solubility of H results in a decrease in the atom binding forces of the metal lattice. Thus, at suﬃciently

high H concentrations the cohesive strength of the
material decreases leading to a premature brittle
intergranular fracture owing to the decrease in the binding forces.
For decades, it was presumed that the role of dislocation plasticity at high H concentrations is limited.
However, recent experimental observations show a very
dense and extensive dislocation microstructure forming
in H-charged metals.[6–8] It was also shown that the
degree of increase in dislocation density is a function of
H concentration.[9] These studies promote the need to
reevaluate the eﬀect of H-atoms on dislocation plasticity
in high-pressure H environments.
Most atomistic simulations addressing HE in the literature have focused on a few special cases in which
the focus was only on dislocation nucleation in initially
perfect crystals in the absence of pre-existing dislocations [10]; dislocation nucleation from crack-tips [11];
or H interactions with individual dislocations.[12,13]
Atomistic simulations addressing H interaction with preexisting dislocation networks received less attention. In
fact, pre-existing dislocations are ubiquitous in all metals, and H-dislocation interactions will impact almost all
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stages of plastic deformation (yielding, ﬂow, hardening,
dynamic recovery by cross-slip, etc.). To address this, we
perform novel molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
study the collective eﬀect of H on microstructure evolution and plastic ﬂow in body-centered cubic iron (αFe)
nano-crystals, with pre-existing dislocation networks.
All MD simulations reported here were conducted
using LAMMPS,[14] with the embedded atom method
(EAM) potential for H-αFe developed by Ramasubramaniam et al. [15] Cubic simulation cells, having relatively large dimensions, were modeled. The smaller
simulation cell has an edge length of 50 nm, and the
larger simulation cell has an edge length of 80 nm, corresponding to 10,997,000 and 45,091,000 atoms, respectively. Uniaxial tensile loading was imposed along the
z-axis of the simulation cell, which coincides with the
[100] crystal orientation. Non-periodic boundary conditions were employed along the three-directions, with the
surfaces in the x and y directions being free surfaces. The
uniaxial loading is imposed by ﬁxing all atoms in the 14
bottom most atom-layers (in the negative z-axis direction), and applying a constant velocity in the positive
z-axis direction to all atoms in the 14 top most atomlayers (in the positive z-axis direction). Thus, the simulations mimic tensile loading of αFe nano-crystals. All
simulations were performed under two diﬀerent conditions, H-free (0% H) and H-charged with 180 mass
ppm (i.e. 1% atomic ct). In the H-charged simulations, H-atoms were randomly introduced into tetrahedral sites in the αFe lattice, which are the most
energy favorable.[16] Energy minimization is subsequently imposed on the simulation cell. The system
temperature is then increased to 300 K and then relaxed
for a period of 50 ps. Equilibration is performed under
a canonical NVT ensemble (constant number of atoms,
volume and temperature) with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Uniaxial tensile loading is subsequently imposed at
a constant engineering strain-rate of 108 s−1 along the
[100] direction up to 10% engineering strain. A time step
of 1 fs is applied, and the temperature is kept constant at
300 K under canonical NVT.
Visualization of the defect structure is obtained
using the common neighbor analysis (CNA) method.
[17–19] The open visualization tool OVITO,[20] and
the dislocation extraction algorithm [21] were both used
alternatively to analyze the simulations results. The
evolving dislocation densities in the simulation cells
were calculated by ﬁltering dislocations from other
defects (i.e. interstitial atoms and vacancies) using CNA,
and dividing the dislocations total length by the initial
cell volume.
Figure 1 shows the engineering stress and dislocation density curves as a function of engineering strain
during the tensile loading of H-free and H-charged
80 nm perfect crystals (i.e. in the absence of pre-existing

Figure 1. Engineering stress and dislocation density as a
function of engineering strain during the tensile loading of
H-free and H-charged 80 nm perfect αFe nano-crystals.

dislocations). In both cases the nanocrystal deforms
elastically until the applied stress is high enough for
dislocation nucleation from the corners of the simulation volume. As the dislocation density increases in
the sample the stress drops considerably. By comparing the H-free and H-charged simulations, it is observed
that the dislocation nucleation stress is 19% lower in
the H-charged crystal. This reduction in the dislocation
nucleation stress is in qualitative agreement with nanoindentation experiments showing a reduction in the pop-in
load required for the formation of dislocations,[22] as
well as nanoindentation MD simulations.[10] On the
other hand, by comparing the dislocation density evolution curves, it is noted that the peak dislocation density in
the H-free simulations is 28% higher than the H-charged
case. This is attributed to the higher stress reached in
the H-free case, which contributes to a faster dislocation multiplication.[23] This higher dislocation density
subsequently results in reducing the stress in the H-free
case further than that in the H-charged case, in agreement
with the generalized size-dependent dislocation-based
model.[24] The simulations are terminated after 6%
strain at which the deformation is subsequently dominated by twinning due to the high imposed shear-stresses
on the gliding dislocations.[25]
To avoid complications associated with twinning
in αFe at high imposed stresses, and to investigate the
eﬀect of H on the evolution of pre-existing dislocations
in αFe nano-crystals, which better mimics real defected
crystals, an initial dislocation density is introduced in
all subsequent simulations. The pre-existing initial dislocation network is generated in the simulation cells
by randomly introducing dislocations lines by randomly
choosing a {110}111 slip-system, and a random line
direction (edge or screw). The dislocation line is then
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Figure 2. Engineering stress versus engineering strain for H-free (solid lines with open symbols) and H-charged (dashed lines
with solid symbols) Fe nano-crystals, having sizes (a) 50 nm; and (b) 80 nm. The corresponding dislocation density evolution
versus engineering strain for both crystal sizes are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.

extend from one surface to another, such that they do
not end in the crystal. This process is repeated until
the desired dislocation density in the crystal is reached.
The appropriate atomic positions are then updated by
computing the anisotropic displacement ﬁeld resulting
from all dislocations.[26] Three initial dislocation densities approximately equal to 3 × 1015 , 15 × 1015 , and
25 × 1015 m−2 were chosen. These densities qualitatively match those reported after dislocation nucleation
in perfect crystals as shown in Figure 1, and are high
enough to guarantee that at least a few dislocation
sources will remain in the crystal throughout the plastic deformation. Thus, conditions of starvation are not
reached.[24]
Figure 2(a) and 2(b) shows the engineering
stress versus engineering strain curves of H-free and
H-charged 50 nm, and 80 nm simulation cells, respectively. The corresponding dislocation densities evolutions are shown in Figure 2(c) and 2(d), respectively.
Furthermore, a focused examination of occurring trends
is shown in Figure 3. Unlike the perfect crystal simulations, the stress–strain curves with pre-existing dislocations show a considerably lower yield stress followed

by continuous ﬂow. In addition, as shown in Figure 3,
the strengths of H-free crystals are consistently lower
than those of H-charged simulations for both crystal
sizes. This indicates that H-atoms act as obstacles to
dislocation glide (i.e. H-pinning eﬀect [13]), and relatively higher applied stresses are required for yield and
ﬂow. These simulations are in qualitative agreement with
recent H-free and H-charged vanadium micropillar compression experiments showing an increasing ﬂow stress
with increasing H concentration.[27]
In addition, Figure 2(c) shows that the evolution
of the dislocation density in the 50 nm simulation cells
with initial dislocation density 15 × 1015 can be divided
into two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, which is prominent
before plastic ﬂow, the dislocation density is observed
to rapidly decreases. The rate of decay in H-free simulations is relatively larger than in H-charged simulations,
which is a strong indication of the H-pinning eﬀect on
dislocation glide. In the second stage, at the onset of
plastic ﬂow, the dislocation density is observed to reach
a steady-state dislocation density around ∼ 9 × 1015 ,
and ∼ 12 × 1015 , for H-free, and H-charged crystals,
respectively. This steady-state stage indicates that the
3
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nucleate in the nano-crystals. These simulation will then
deform in a fashion similar to those reported in Figure 1.
On the other hand, 80 nm simulation cells with
initial dislocation densities ρ0 ≤ 15 × 1015 , the H-free
simulations do not show any signiﬁcant decay in
the initial dislocation density. This indicates that the
multiplication- and escape-rates are equal. However,
the H-charged samples show a rise in the dislocation density during plastic ﬂow, which indicates that H
enhances dislocation plasticity even at high H concentrations similar to the ones considered in the current study.
These results are in qualitative agreement with recent
TEM observations that unlike in H-free crystals, very
dense dislocation structures form in H-charged nickel,[6]
palladium,[9] and αFe.[7,8] The dislocation microstructure, for the 80 nm simulation cells with initial dislocation density of ρ0 = 12 × 1015 m−2 , at 0% and 10%
strain are shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b), respectively,
for both the H-free and H-charged simulation cells.
By careful examination of the evolving dislocation
network in these simulations (see supplementary movie
#2), it is observed that H enhances dislocation selfmultiplication through spiral motion around the pinning
point of single-ended dislocation sources. These pinning
points were formed by dislocation-forest interactions.
This mechanism was ﬁrst observed in uncharged molybdenum nano-crystals above a critical stress, which is
higher than the maximum stresses reached in the crystals
modeled here with pre-existing dislocations.[23] Since
this self-multiplication mechanism is not observed in the
current H-free simulations, this suggests that the critical
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Figure 3. Composite plot of the H-eﬀects on engineering
stress as a function of engineering strain from all simulations.

dislocation multiplication-rate and the escape-rate are
equal. The dislocation multiplication is accomplished
though the continuous activation of single-ended dislocation sources (see supplementary movie #1) similar
to observations from in situ TEM [28] and discrete
dislocation dynamics simulations.[29]
For 50 nm simulation cells with initial dislocation
density ρ0 = 3 × 1015 (not shown here), the dislocation
density is observed to decrease rapidly until all preexisting dislocations escape the crystals (i.e. mechanical
annealing [30]). This is followed by an elastic rise in the
applied stress until dislocations, and subsequently twins

Figure 4. Dislocation microstructure and surface morphology for 80 nm simulation cells having an initial dislocation density of
ρ0 = 12 × 1015 m−2 , before and after deformation. (a) Initial dislocation microstructure; (b) dislocation microstructure at 10%
strain; (c) surface morphology at 10% strain. In the H-charged cases the H-atoms are show as red dots, and in all shown cases
loading is along the vertical direction.
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stress for this mechanism must decrease with increasing
H concentration. This dependence is consistent with the
defacing theory,[31,32] which suggests that H reduces
the line-energy of a dislocation, and as a result dislocation formation is facilitated, leading to enhanced
multiplication.
For H-free simulations of both sizes with initial dislocation densities ≥ 20 × 1015 , the dislocation density
is observed to decrease with increasing strain in both
crystal sizes. In these simulations, the rate of dislocations escape is much higher than the rate of dislocations
multiplication, resulting in a continuous decrease in the
dislocation density. On the other hand, in H-charged
crystals, while the dislocation density is observed to
decrease the rate of decrease is considerably smaller
than that in H-free simulations. This can be attributed
to two eﬀects, H-pinning, and enhanced dislocation
multiplication.
The surface morphologies of the 80 nm simulation cells with initial dislocation density of ρ0 = 12 ×
1015 m−2 , at 10% strain are shown in Figure 4(c). These
surface morphologies are representative of the surface
morphologies of both simulated crystal sizes and all
modeled initial dislocation densities. For the H-free simulations, there is a pronounced localized plastic shear,
in the form of a large slip steps on few discrete slip
planes. This localized slip is associated with the continuous activation of the weakest single-ended source in the
crystal, in a similar manner to that observed in microcrystal compression studies.[33] On the other hand, the
surface morphology of H-charged simulations shows
a more homogeneously distributed slip. This homogenous deformation is attributed to self-multiplication of
dislocations, leading to the activation of several slipsystems during the deformation process. These observations are consistent with experimental observations from
vanadium microcompression tests.[27]
In summary, MD simulations were performed to
investigate the eﬀect of H on dislocation mediated plasticity in αFe nano-crystals under tension loading. It
is observed that the dislocation nucleation stress in
perfect nano-crystals decreases in the presence of H.
In simulations starting with pre-existing dislocations
H-charged simulations show an increase in the ﬂow
strength versus H-free simulations. This increase is a
result of H-pinning of dislocations. The dislocation density is also observed to increase in the presence of
H. This increase is due to the retention of dislocations in the crystal by H-pinning, as well as due to
enhanced dislocation self-multiplications. The critical
stress for dislocation self-multiplications is observed to
decrease in the presence of H. Finally, H also changes
the deformation morphology from discrete slip planes
in H-free crystals to a homogeneous deformation in
H-charged crystals due to the enhanced dislocations
self-multiplication.
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